
Common Wealth Games -2014 
 
The 20th Commonwealth Games began in Glasgow on 23rd July, 2014. As per convention, the head of 
Commonwealth countries Queen Elizabeth II declared the Games Open. 
Britain's most successful Olympian cyclist, Sir Chris Hoy was given the honour of presenting the Queens 
Baton to Her. The 11 day event will witness 4,929 athletes from 71 nations and territories competing in 17 
sports for medals. 
 
The Indian contingent headed by flag bearer and Olympic silver medallist shooter Vijay Kumar led the 
Parade of Nations, by virtue of being hosts in 2010 Delhi edition. 
 
Celtic park, home of Scottish premier League champions had been dramatically transformed for the opening 
ceremony which was watched by 40,000 spectators and a billion TV audiences.  The centrepiece was the 
live show consisting of about 2000 people. Europe’s largest LED screen had been installed, along with a 
specially-created stage floor covering the entire pitch, including a walk away specifically designed for the 
athlete’s parade. 
 
Commonwealth Games-a Background 
The Commonwealth Games is an international, multi-sport event involving athletes from the 
Commonwealth of Nations. The event was first held in 1930 and has taken place every four years ever since. 
The games are described as the third largest multi-sport event in the world, after the Olympic Games and the 
Asian Games. 
 
Although there are 53 members of the Commonwealth of Nations, 71 teams participate in the 
Commonwealth Games, as a number of dependent territories compete under their own flag. The four Home 
Nations of the United Kingdom England, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland also send separate teams. 
 
There are a total of 17 sports and 261 medal events will be contested.  A record 22 para-sport events will be 
contested in five different sports (athletics, cycling, lawn bowls, swimming and weightlifting) para-track 
cycling will be held for the first time.  Archery and tennis from the 2010 replaced on the sports program 
with triathlon and judo.   
 
Indian Hopes 
India will compete with a strong 215 member contingent, their second largest ever, with athletics forming 
the biggest squad of 41. India will hope to better their tally of 101 medals they won in 2010 Delhi CWG. 
 
Indian contingent is particularly hopeful of the 6 disciplines: 
Shooting – This is one event where India would be hoping to strike rich and better its tally.  Vijay Kumar, 
Gagan Narang and Abhinav Bindra are all expected to do better in this tournament. 
 
Wrestling – The Indian contingent is led by two time Olympic medallist Sushil Kumar and bronze medallist 
at the London Olympics Yogeshwar Dutt with high hopes.  In women’s category India’s hope res on Babita 
Phogat. 
 
Weightlifting – Indian weightlifters Katulu Ravi Kumar and Sukhen Dey would look forward to increase the 
tally of 8 medals from the last Common Wealth Games. 
 
Gymnastics-India would be hoping for Gold medal from Ashish Kumar when he gets the floor in Glasgow.  
In women’s draw India’s hope rely on Dipa Karmakar. 
 
Boxing- With women boxing making its debut in Glasgow, Mary Kom and Pinki Jangra are big prospects in 
this section. On the men’s side Vijender Singh stands tall. 
 
Athletics – The country is hoping the Discuss team will repeat the heroics in Delhi CWG 2010 from Krishna 
Poonia and Vikas Gowda. 



 
 ‘Clyde’ official Mascot 
A thistle man Clyde has been named as official mascot. It has been named after the river which flows 
through the host city.  Games organizer is reported to have said that it is chosen for its Scottish symbolism 
and Glaswegian charm and likeability. 
 
Many innovative ideas were used in the ongoing sports event:  
Poetry in Places of Waiting 
During Commonwealth Games Glasgow from 23 July– 3 August, Q-Poetics would install poetry in places of 
waiting all over the city – through innovative visual and audio installations, performance poems, and 
podcasts which can be downloaded whilst you queue.  
 
News Just 
 It is a nightly roundup of all things Glasgow 2014, set in the fictional newsroom ‘Tartan Tonight’, this 
continually evolving comedy show will present side-splittingly funny live theatre, online content and filmed 
news reports from across the city. 
  
Taking place from 22 July– 2 August, this fast-paced theatre show will follow not only the latest exciting 
news from Glasgow 2014, but also the lives of the characters themselves.  
 
Flotilla  
Involving more than a thousand people on 250 boats of all shapes and sizes, the RYA Scotland 
Commonwealth Flotilla would depart from Greenock on Saturday 26 July before making a spectacular 
journey to the heart of the city to join in the celebrations of the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games. 
 
Gift of the Games 
‘Gift of the Games’, the programme is aimed at giving an opportunity to children born with a disadvantage, 
to witness the Games, accompanied by their parents or an adult companion. 
 
Culture 2014 
As part of the sports event, many cultural events are organized for the entertainment of visitors all around 
the globe.  This is named as Culture 2014. 
 
It is the massive Games Time celebration in Glasgow running alongside the sporting action. The city would 
be transformed from 19 July to 3 August with an invigorating mix of entertainment, culture and enjoyment 
filling the streets, spaces and stages of Glasgow. 
 
The programme features theatre, dance, music, visual arts, comedy and multi-media; work on bicycles and 
by rivers; in theatres, community centres, art galleries, cinemas, public spaces and much more. 
 
The highlight would be two specially designed live zones, one at Glasgow Green, and the other in an 
expanded and enhanced Merchant City Festival. Here one will be able to experience the buzz of the Games, 
watch live sport on big screens, participate in arts and sports, and watch music, dance, comedy and film in 
outdoor stages and spaces specially designed to put you at the heart of the Games experience, at the heart of 
the city. 
 
The Merchant City Festival 
The Merchant City Festival is Glasgow’s annual cultural extravaganza. Celebrating its 13th year in 2014 
with a specially extended programme over 11 days and nights, it promises a flamboyant fiesta of spectacular 
entertainment for everyone in the heart of Glasgow’s cultural quarter. 
 
The Merchant City is home to magnificent architecture, as well as some of the country’s finest restaurants, 
bars, design-led retailers and, of course, outstanding cultural venues. 
 
Africa in Motion (AiM)  



As part of the Glasgow 2014 Cultural Programme, the Film Festival ‘Sports Stories from around the African 
Commonwealth' runs until 28 July 2014 and presents screenings and events in many places of Glasgow. 
 
The programme includes 30 films from the African Commonwealth and beyond, so spectators in Scotland 
can watch boxing in Ghana, cycling in Rwanda, long-distance running in Kenya, surfing in South Africa, 
football in Nigeria and much more. 
 
Theatre  
Festival 2014, the Tron Theatre's 'Home Nations' Commonwealth programme features a dramatically varied 
selection of theatre, with something for all tastes. Home Nations is inspired by the works of Edwin Morgan, 
Dylan Thomas, Seamus Heaney, Carol Ann Duffy, and the productions of Under Milk Wood, Beowulf, 
Grimm's Tales and Dreams and Other Nightmares. 
 
Comedy 
Glasgow Green on 26 July one can enjoy Commonwealth Stand-Up Comedy with Hardeep Singh Kholi and 
a whole host of performers from across the Commonwealth, and for onenger comedy fans there’s the Kids' 
Comedy Club. On 28 July one can head along to Kelvingrove Bandstand for Stand Up At The Bandstand 
with the legendary Fred MacAulay and guests. 
Glasgow Common Wealth Games not only bring about the sporting talent, but it celebrates with its unique 
cultural touch loaded with fun and entertainment.   
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